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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE 
 

 

Priyadarshini Engineering College, the flagship of Jai Barath Charitable Trust, was established in 
 

1995 at Vaniyambadi in Vellore district of Tamilnadu. The college has been approved by All India 

Council for Technical Education, New Delhi and affiliated to Anna University, Chennai. Priyadarshini 

Engineering College situated in the rural area of Vaniyambadi, Vellore District is committed to the vision 

of developing itself into a multi campus, Inter - disciplinary Institution of Excellence through symbiotic 

efforts and innovative practices of management and faculty to provide the student with an ambient 

academic environment, ideal for the pursuit of knowledge and development. 

VISION OF THE INSTITUTION 
 

 

To Inculcate In the Young Rural Minds the Aptitude to Compete With the Quality Technocrats. 
 

MISSION OF THE INSTITUTION 

 

1. To instill technical skills to compete in the sustainable world. 
 

2. To impart holistic value based technical education. 
 

3. To intensify research and development (R&D activities in technological development. 
 

4. To imbibe core values of love for motherland, performance of duty, compassion,    

tolerance, honesty and integrity. 
 

MOTTO 

PERSEVERANCE, ENDURANCE, COMMITMENT 
 

ADMINISTRATOR’S MESSAGE 
 

Greetings to all the readers of this magazine ―ROYAL CIVIL 2K18‖. I congratulate the  faculty 

and the  students of Civil Engineering  Department  of  our  College on  the  occasion of  release  of the  

their Fourth Department  magazine ―ROYAL CIVIL 2K18‖. Our college has been playing a crucial role in 

the development of academic excellence. Right from its establishment, the college has been contributing to 

provide this  country,  the  best  engineering  brains  and  talents.  I wish    the initiative, and   I   hope   it   

will   contribute to their professional and career development. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PRINCIPAL MESSAGE 

 

                           I  am  very  happy  that  the  department  of Civil Engineering  is  releasing their 

Department  magazine ―ROYAL  CIVIL2K18‖  which  encompasses  the  Activities  of  the  department,  

Technical  &  General articles of the  faculty and students for The academic year 2018-19. Magazines  in  

general  will  help  the faculty and  students  to  learn  the  latest  developments  in  the  fields  of Civil 

Engineering . 

                               I owe   my   hearty   appreciations   to   the   HOD,   faculty   and   students   of   the 

department  for their  sincere  efforts  to  release  the  magazine  to  highlight  the technical advancements 

in the branch of  Civil  Engineering. 

 

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT 

 

The Department of Civil Engineering was started with a sanctioned intake of 60  

in the year 2009. The department aims to enrich the knowledge of students in both theory and practical 

aspects by a team of highly qualified faculty with rich     experience     in     the diversified   streams   

of   Civil   Engineering.   The department of Civil Engineering is equipped with sophisticated laboratory 

facilities having advanced equipments and machineries operated by experienced technicians. 

"CIVIL   ENGINEERING"   is   one   of   the   most   eminent   branches   of Engineering. It is 

the power for Green India, bringing out Greenery worldwide. The department faculty specialized in 

different competency in civil engineering.  The lab is well equipped and  modernized  with  the latest 

technology. 

VISION OF THE DEPARTMENT 
 

To produce quality civil engineers of high caliber specifically from rural population. 

 

MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT 

 To impart  Knowledge and Excellence In Civil Engineering Exploiting, Recent Innovations 

 Instilling technical skills to sustain in an ever changing environment. 

 To impart value based  Education. 
 

 

 

 

 

PROGRAMME EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES (PEO’S) 
 

PEO1: Career and Higher Education 

                           Graduates   will    excel    in    their    Professional    Career   and    Higher Education in   
Civil Engineering. 

 
PEO2: Sustainable Development 

        Graduates will adapt to the Modern Engineering Tools for Planning, Design, Execution 

and Maintenance of works with sustainable Development in their Profession.  

           PEO3: Ethics and Social Responsibility 

           Graduates will exhibit Ethics, Managerial Skills, Team Work and Social Responsibility  in  

their Profession  and  adapt  to  current  trends  by Engaging in Lifelong Learning. 

 



 

 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (PO’S) 

 

            PO1: Engineering Knowledge 

       Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science and core engineering for complex 

engineering problems. 

            PO2: Problem Analysis 

          Design and conduct experiments as well as analyze and interpret data.           

            PO3: Design and Development of Solutions 

       Design a system, components or process to meet the desired requirements. 

            PO4: Investigations of Complex Problems 

         Use   research-based   knowledge   to   conduct   investigations   of   complex problems. 

             PO5: Modern Tool Usage 

        Use modern techniques and tools necessary in Civil Engineering.  

            PO6: Engineer and Society 

        Provide designs in Civil Engineering relevant to societal needs.  

            PO7: Environment and Sustainability 
         Acquire contemporary knowledge to s u s t a i n in the ever changing environment. 

PO8: Ethics 

           Apply professional ethics 

PO9: Individual and Team Work 

          Exhibit individual and leadership qualities in multidisciplinary  group. 

            PO10: Communication 

           Comprehend and communicate effectively in a team. 

            PO11:  Lifelong Learning 

            Engage independently in life-long learning.  

PO12: Project Management and Finance 

             Plan and manage a project in a cost effective manner. 
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STUDENT CORNER 
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P.S. Divya (Third Year) 

 

 

 

"She is staring right at you. 

 

Wake up! 

 

Friends who wake you up during lectures when the teacher looks at you are 

angels.  

Mohammed Athiq (IV year) 

Learn how to: 

 Have fun without drinking. 
 Talk without cell phone. 
 Dream without drugs. 
 Smile without selfies. 
 Love without conditions. 

Mohamed Athiq (IVYear) 
Becoming selfish: 
 
 You don’t forget a lost love 
 You just find a new one,,,,,, in the mirror. 

Mohamed Athiq (IVYear) 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Henry Darwin E (Final year)                           Henry Darwin E (Final year) 
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G.Venkatesan AP/civil            J.Santhosh  AP/Civil 

 

J.Santhosh  AP/Civil                  K. Loganathan., HOD 



 

 

Article 

Is There Really a Freshwater Crisis? 
 

 Dear EarthTalk: I saw a cover line on a magazine that said, “The next world war will be 

over water.” Tell me we’re not really running out of water!       

Today fully one-sixth of the world’s human population lacks access to clean drinking water, and 

more than two million people—mostly kids—die each year from water-borne diseases. The U.S. 

Agency for International Development (USAID), an independent organization that provides 

economic, development and humanitarian assistance around the world in support of the foreign 

policy goals of the United States, predicts that by 2025, one-third of all humans will face severe 

and chronic water shortages. 

 

Needless to say, water is of primary importance to our survival, and protecting access to and the 

quality of fresh water supplies will likely become more and more of a challenge in the coming 

years. According to the non-profit World Water Council, the 20th century saw a tripling of the 

world’s population while freshwater use grew by a factor of six. With world population expected to 

increase as much as 50 percent over the next half century, analysts are indeed worried that 

increasing demand for water, coupled with industrialization and urbanization, will have serious 

consequences both for human health and the environment. Access to freshwater is also likely to 

cause conflicts between governments as well as within national borders around the world. 

 

According to USAID, the world’s ―water crisis‖ is not so much an issue of scarcity as it is of poor 

management and inequitable distribution. The hardest hit regions have been countries in the 

Middle East, North Africa and sub-Saharan Africa. Worldwide demand for water is presently 

doubling every 21 years. 

 

Water-related problems are not the sole purview of the developing world though. We here in North 

America have polluted and diverted our fresh water supplies far beyond nature’s capacity to restore 

the flows, notably in the West where sprawling, thirsty metropolises have grown up in deserts 

where the only way water can be provided is to siphon it from other regions. 

 

Ms. K.SHARMILA ., AP/CIVIL 

 

 

CIVIL ENGINEER  



 

 

 The Ancient world civilization was developed   from the invention of the fire in the cave. 

Further development takes place from the invention of wheels. When we are look   in to next   step 

the urbanization plays a very vital role.  The urbanization carried out from the human   day by day. 

Which is clearly visible that the civilization was developed from the ancient days by the human 

inventions. 

 The civil engineer should be the role model of others   because they are the pillars of the  

modern world  development. Civil engineers scarifies their life by migrating from one place to  

another place for the construction works. They are not depending on time based works even they 

works many time in the night. All the scarifies will put in the picture namely called a good 

building.  

 The civil engineer   namely called  surveyor , estimator, quality checker, etc.,  they build 

the  buildings  with their fullest effort  for the development of the  urbanization  and  civilization. 

MODERN SURVEY 

REMOTE  SENSING 

 

 Modern survey   the word itself it could identify the   latest technology to be involved in the 

survey. In the olden days  civil people   were used to  took survey   instruments  in the field for the 

measurement works later days the  lifting of more instruments were reduced by  the  developed 

technology but now a day  the advance survey  technique   rule the world  called remote sensing.  

This remote sensing technique requires only the trained persons not instruments all the 

works are done in the single place we need not to go in the field for the measurement works. These 

techniques will works based on the visible waves from .4 to .7 µm. The object which observes 



 

 

some wave length and reflect some wave length. Based on the observance and reflect pattern we 

could identify the type of the object and its characteristics .The satellite imagery and the experts 

will take all the measurement and conversion of the data may in the form of 2D and 3D. We can 

visualize and estimate and analyze the problem based on the requirement.  

K.Loganathan., HOD 

Summer Care Tips 
Hydrate your Skin 

Skin is the largest organ and needs to be kept hydrated all the time. 8 to 12 glasses of water 

helps to soothe the skin and keeps it supple. 

Protect your Skin from the Sun  

Use a good sunscreen with correct SPF properly and repeat as frequently as required. My 

health feed titled 'Know your Sunscreens' gives a detailed insight about the sunscreens. 

Timed Travel  

Sun rays are the harshest in noon. Try to avoid direct sun exposure between 11 am and  

4 pm as much as possible. 

Eat Your SPF – literally 

Oral intake of vitamins C and Vitamin A can limit potential for sunburn. A salad with vitamin 

C rich citrus, berries, tomato, and vitamin E rich nuts is an ideal SPF meal.  

 A mixed fruit treat of mango, strawberries, papaya is an amazing reward for your skin.  

 Mango is rich in beta-carotene, a natural sunscreen given to us by nature in this season. It 

also fights against skin ageing; regenerates skin cells and restore the elasticity of 

skin. Papaya is also a rich source of Vitamin A with a great sun protective action. 

G.Ramesh AP/Civil 

  

 

 

Parenting Tips 

 

While it is true that there is no single definition or correct method of 



 

 

raising children, a few parenting tips could go a long way in ensuring 

the happiness of your child. Let’s take a look at 6 good parenting tips 

that Sadhguru has for us on raising kids. 

1. Create the Right Atmosphere 

                          2. Recognize the Privilege 

                          3. Know What your children needs 

                          4. Learn from your child 

                          5. Just Let him be 

                          6. Be a joyful peaceful Being 

                                                                                                                  N.Ramesh  AP/Civil  

TIPS TO SAVE WATER 

1. Always turn taps off tightly so they do not drip. 

2. Promptly repair any leaks in and around your taps. (One leak can waste several thousand 

litres of water per year). 

3. Use an aerator and/or a water flow-reducer attachment on your tap to reduce your water 

usage. 

4. When brushing your teeth, turn the water off while you are actually brushing. Use short  

bursts of water for cleaning your brush. (This saves about 80% of the water normally used).  

5. You can reduce water usage by 40% to 50% by installing low-flush toilets. 

6. Use either low-flow shower heads or adjustable flow-reducer devices on your shower 

heads. (They reduce flow by at least 25%). 

7. You can reduce water usage by 40% to 50% by installing low-flush toilets. 

8. Use shut-off timers or on-off timers, if possible. Do not turn on sprinklers and leave for 

the day. 

Ms. K.SHARMILA .,AP/CIVIL 


